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CAN  I  HANDLE  AN

OFFICE  ACTION?

First ask yourself
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WHAT  IS  AN  

OFFICE  ACTION?

An office action is an official letter sent by the USPTO. 

In it, an examining attorney (Examiner) lists any legal

problems with your chosen trademark, as well as with

the application itself.

You must resolve all legal problems in the office

action before the Office can register your trademark



ALWAYS  START  OUT

THE  APPLICATION

THINKING  ABOUT

ACTIONS

Thought for the Day
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TYPES  OF  OFFICE  ACTIONS

In a non-final OA , the applicant is entitled to reply

and request reconsideration or further examination,

with or without making an amendment. In a final

office action, the applicant has two options for reply. 
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TYPES  OF  OFFICE  ACTIONS

In a final OA, the applicant may appeal rejection of

claims to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences

[now called the Patent Trials and Appeals Board].

Otherwise, the applicant may file an amendment which

complies with the requirements set forth in the office

action. Reply to a final rejection must include

cancellation of, or appeal from the rejection of, each

rejected claim. If any claim stands allowed, the reply to a

final rejection must comply with any requirements or

objections as to form. Replies to final office actions must

be in accordance with 37 C.F.R. 1.113-1.114
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HOW  TO  UNDERSTAND  &

CATEGORIZE  OFFICE  ACTIONS

They're not all the same - each Examiner is different

During application - check out similar marks and their

OA's

Categorizing allows for identifying other similar marks

that may have had potential issues

When the OA comes back - you know where to look

Don't reinvent the wheel- check out those 



WHY  CAN 'T  I  PROVIDE

ALL  INFORMATION  UP

FRONT  AND  

AVOID  AN  OA?

????
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MAIN  TYPES

Specimen Refusal

Disclaimer Requirement

Merely a surname

Inquiry into significance of the wording of the mark

Likelihood of confusion for existing Mark 



FIND  SAMPLE  OFFICE

ACTION  RESPONSES
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#1  SPECIMEN  REFUSAL

Identify what the Examiner is wanting to see 

Try to avoid this issue by giving as many specimens as

possible

Can't always avoid specimen refusals as all Examiners

are different

Refer back to my "Marketing Madness" example
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#2  DISCLAIMER

REQUIREMENT

If you are able to, simply respond and disclaim

You can disclaim on the original application to avoid

an OA
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#3  MERELY  A  SURNAME

Can't explain during initial app, must argue in OA

response
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#3  MERELY  A  SURNAME  

Bowie Shoots 
Word mark - pet photography services

End result: Supplemental register and can apply for principal later
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#3  MERELY  A  SURNAME  

The USPTO argued that because “Bowie” was a surname and “shoots”

pertained to the actions of a photographer, the mark was descriptive and

couldn’t be trademarked.Result/Solution: first we submitted an argument

for why this refusal was inappropriate - “Bowie” was not merely a surname

but the name of the photographer’s dog, who had an online presence and

moderate notoriety in social media circles. 

Also argued that the evidence produced by the USPTO that “Bowie” was a

popular surname was suspect (flaws in sources were not credible, etc). Also

argued that the word “Bowie” can be used in conjunction with things other

than a surname - namely, a knife. However, the USPTO rejected these

arguments. After conferring with the client, we offered to transfer the

application to the supplemental register, which the client was happy with.

The mark was approved for supplemental register and client was
happy with the outcome.
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#4  INQUIRY  INTO  SIGNIFICANCE

OF  THE  WORDING  OF  THE  MARK

Tango Mike Automotive Detailing
Word mark for a client with an auto detailing/body shop 

Issue: Section 2(d) Refusal – Likelihood of Confusion, and Inquiry into

significance of the wording of the mark. 

The USPTO argued that the proposed word mark could not be

registered due to a likelihood of confusion with a registered mark

owned by “Mike’s car wash” and other variations of that word mark. We

argued that Tango Mike is not the name of the client, but an expression

broadly used in the military community meaning “thanks much,” and

that would be widely understood by the general public (much of which

was a military community, based on the shop’s location near Quantico)

as not a detailing shop owned by somebody named Mike, but would

recognize the phrase as military lingo. 

Result/Solution: Examiner accepted the argument and word mark

was registered.
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#4  LIKELIHOOD  OF  CONFUSION

XONANAXO Design mark
Design mark for a client with a knitting business

There’s another registered design mark in the same class with the literal

elements “NA NA” featured, and there’s another application that was

filed prior to our client’s which would also cause likelihood of confusion

should it overcome its pending office action.

Result/Solution:  Because of multiple hoops to jump through, and in

order to be cost-effective for our client, we identified an element of the

design mark that doesn’t have any literal elements in it and will re-

submit so as to avoid increased cost. This mark will likely get approved

because aside from the literal elements likelihood of confusion issue,

there was nothing that would prevent the registration from being

issued.



AN  OFFICE  ACTION  IS

NOT  ALWAYS  A  BAD

THING

REMEMBER
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WHY?

This is your opportunity to make the case the

application doesn't allow for

The OA may simply be an administrative step

Your client may still be happy with results



WHAT  IF  I  CAN 'T

OVERCOME  THE

REJECTION?

But....
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GOOD  QUESTION

Best effort with a thorough search completed

Advising client now on risks + potential rebrand
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ON  YOUR  FAVORITE  PLATFORM

FOLLOW  ME  

Facebook.com/rachelbrenke

Instagram.com/rachelbrenke

www.eden-law.com


